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THE LOWER GROVE.
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This section of the Reservation is likely to be more treqnented
and to be oftener, inconveniently crowded witnpeople than any'
other. This is because it is the nearest poin t to the village and to
the railway stations, at which a view of the falls and of the great
chasm can be had, and bec~use the place of descent to the ground
below the falls and to the steamboat and ferry landing, by the
'
inclined ,railway, is within it.
Nearthe parts where crowds are most likely to gather the trees
are dilapidated through the effects of the freezing of the spray
. from the falls upon them. They are more or less rotten-hatted and
not to be depended upon j ,nor can any trees be e~pected to be'
grown with lasting good effect in the locality. For these reasons,
and also because of the insecure character of the rock on which the
place rests, as before explained, it cannot be hoped that a pleasing
nat~ral character can be fully attained throughout the district.
This makes it particularly important to do away with its present
artificial elements as much as possible, and to make those that are
necessary, in the greatest degree practicable, unobtrusive.
. The removal is advised of all the yet remaining strucfresintended
for ornament or amusement, and of all the buildings except the
little cottage in the border. of the Reservation near the Suspension
Bridge, and the ferry-house which is low and the stone walls of
which, bein~. under a, roof, may be covered by creepers to be easily
protected in winter from being dragged down by ice. .
Eventually, when the inclined railway shall require extensive
repairs, it will be wise to substitute for it an, arrangement such as
will be advised for another locality ill which there are essentially
similar requirements to ?e met. This could be placed at a point
less subject to be crowded and where it would be more unobtrusive
than the present structure. But considerations of economy will
postpone this improvement for many years, and the existing
.arrangement will be here considered as permanent,
Little explanation of the plan of roads, walks, standing and sitting
places, beyond that which can be obtained from the drawing will
be required, Along the edge of the crags a space is to be prepared'
for people to stand upon, from, tweuty to thirty feet wide and\
extending from the brink of the fall to the high ground back of the '
present wooden balcony, from all of which a fine view 'will be had
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. of the nearer fall and the river above it, a view of the islands, of
. th~ Canadian Falls and of the verdurous declivity of the Ontario
Rescrvation. The present surface of this' stanJing space is intended
to be reduced to slope with an inclination toward the falls of
about one in sixteen, which is not too steep for the convenience in
walking, while it will allow visitors at a distance to look over the
heads of those nearer the most attractive point. The present stone
parapet is obtrusively artificial in its rigid lines and angles, and is a
needless obstruction where every inch offoreground view of the falls'
is of great value. Its removal is advised, As to what should be sub- .
stituted for it, choice lies between a wall offield stone varying little in
character from a natural foreground object and of the sauie tone of
color and texture of surface with that of the adjoining ledge, and
an iron railing. If a railing can be made offering equal security
without holding the eye, so valuable is.spl'tce at this point, that we
think it is to be preferred. .
We have designed a .railing that we would recomlIlendfor
experimental consideration, and as its advantages cannot be other
wise explained a model of it is submitted,
The aim of the entire plan for the improvement of this critical
point of the Reservation IS, while providing much larger and simpler
accommodations for visitors, to restore, 8.8 nearly as it is now .prac
ticable, the original aspect of the brink of the fall and the verge of
the chasm.
The~e are two points on the edge of the crag from which fine
near views of the face of the Arnel'ican Fall are to be had. One
is trorn a projection of reck south of the wall of the inclined rail
way. It is ad vised that the available space for visitors at this point
shall be enlarged bY' a balcony extending from the projecting rock
mentioned to another less prominent 08 the other side of the rail
way wall. It. would b~ supported by brackets built into the face
the wall, a9 existing and tor the presentTndispensable piece of
. construction. While hiding nothing natural, throwing a shadow
:. ,on that which is artificial in the existing arrangement, and in itself
unnoticeable, it would add not a little to the pleasure of the public.
The other point is that of Hennepin's View, now occupied by
a wooden balcony, a few rods further from the fall. It commands
the beet general view of the falls to be had from the Reservation.
It is also, from the condition of the rpek below, the most hazardous
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point to which visitors ~reinvited, and cannot long be safely left
in its present condition; It, is proposed that a better and less,',
conspicuous balcony of iron shall take its place,and that it shall
be made secure either by a construction to support the rock below
it, or that it shall be sustained in the rear in such manner that it
will remain when the rock falls out.
A striking and impressive view of the fall from a point just
within the ordinary drift of its spray. and midway between its'
crest and its foot, is to be had with perfect, safety by removing the
house built for the apparatus for illuminating the fall and
replacing it with a convenient covered balcony. The whole affair
should be exteriorly of rough unpainted wood, and as, much
as possible obscured.
Skillfully managed, it would seureely
be seen from any point. It does not appear on the drawing, its
place being under the rock. shown. It would be accessible by the
existing stairs alongside the rail w ay.
The gr~at· iron strnctnre housing the railway is excessively'
conspicuous from Stedman's Bluff,and is a very awkward circum
stance. ' So long as it must be retained, there should be large
openings in its sides, to be closed in winter by shutters, and it,
sh~uld be made less obtrusive by painting it more nearly the color
of the rocks behind it.
I

'

'

THE MAINLAND ABOVE THE GROVES.

Except in .the groves at the north and upon a few rods ot
ground at one or two points elsowhere,the present surface of the
mainland within the reservation, .is of artificial, and most of it of
Little material has
markedly unnatural and infelicitous form.
been brought upon it, and little taken away, but in the grading of
roads, canals and embankments, cellar digging and the deppsiting
,
of rubbish, nearly the whole has been shifted or buried.
For half a mile above the fall the present shore is in part a,
substantial wall of stone, in part a crib-work construction of stone
and logs, and is everywhere built out, from tell to thirty feet
beyond the old natural, shore, Originally, all of the ground
inclined with gentle undulations toward, the river, the immediate
margin of which was in some cases fiat and boggy, but generally
sloping, with a surface partly strewn with boulders and overgrown
with bushes and grass.
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An exact restoration of the old shore is not to be attempted,"
but its original character is intended in, the plan to be r,.egllined,
the original causeways, embankments, ridges and mounds being,
mostly reduced, the canals and excavations filled, all the water
side crib-work and walls removed, and' the surface brought to
flowing lines of varying inclination toward the river.
SOllie have been of the opinion that the removal of the walls
would lead to violent inroads npon the land because of the inten
sity of the current of the river close against the present shore.
.
After examining, at various points, the condition' of the shore,
where it is in its naturalstate and washed by a similar current, it
is our judgment that no serious incursion of the river would result,
and that little more earth would wash away than would give a ,
new natural shore the most desirable form and outline. If, ,at
points, a continuous and' in-reasing wear should appear to be
threatened, it is proposed' to use the stone of the removed con-.
etrnctions to form provisional rip-rap walls, afterwards to be made
firm against ice, where required, by such expedients, neither con '
spieuous nor costly, all may be necessary to answer the purpose.
The short walls would need ge,nerally to be not more than three ,
feet in height above the' ordinary surface of the water; they
would have pockets and crevices running through them, and would
serve as revetments for banks of soil in 'which the dwarf willows,
rushes, ferns, irises, flags and othe~ water side plants of the region
would be plantedso as to partly grow through and partly over
them, with a result in view that would differ but little in char
. aeter from that of the natural, low, rocky shores of" the neighbor
ing islands.
DRIVE ON THE' MAINLAND.

.It will be Been from the drawing that a carriage-road called the
. Riverway is intended to be made 'from end to end of the Reser
vation. This is a necessity and will stand instead of the old
village street from which it varies in course only through the
motive of keeping it, as a broad. artideial object, and those moving
upon it,8s far from the shore and as much out. of sight from Goat
Island as possible, and' in the substitution of continuous, long,
curving outlines for the present discontinuous straight outlines with
angular changes of direction. At points it is divided in order to
avoid injury to a few promising trees of spontaneous growth.

.,
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WALKS ON THE MAINLAND.

A broad walk is planned to foH~w near and on the river side of
the carriage-road, but at a slightly varying distance from it, in
order that trees may be planted near the road, not in rows but
naturally disposed.
Narrow branch walks are thrown out from the main walk, and
generally upon sub-branches of these, and ill positions where they
may be pa'rtia'lly screened from view from the drive and main
walk, seats facing interesting points in the Rapids are provided for.
These and other seats in the Reservation may generally be
formed with a substantial structure of the stone from the old build
ings of the locality, the actual seats being of slat-work, darkly
'stained and at points fortified with metal, the object being to
reduce to a minimum the opportunities for pencilling and cutting
them so irresistible to a certain class. Some are to have simple
trellises over them upon ~hi~h' canopies of vines and creepers,
natural to the region, are to be trained.
The Reservation includes a part of a bluff by which the river
way abreast the upper rapids is bent toward the river.. Upon the
face of this bluff there are some good trees, and from the upper
part of it there is a fine view of and over the placid water of the
river above the rapids. A walk by which this point of view can
be gained is shown on the drawing, and at the best point of view
a sheltered seat.
Where the present street has been formed by cutting into the
. bluff; and the bluff side is sustained by aretaining wall, it is pro
posed to use the same expedient, but to reconstruct the wall with
a sloping face, and in such a manner as to subdue 'its artificial
character and partially cover it with fitting vegetation.
CONOOURSES ON THE MAINLAND.

At the upper end of the Riverway, at the point known as the
Old, French Landing, which is of historical importance, and ~rom
which views open of' much interest in different' ways, a.spaee for
the turning and ,resting of carriages is planned:
'
In connection with it a summer-house is proposed, to which
visitors may resort in case of showers, and in which walkers may
rest in seats convenient for the enjoyment of the views.
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Where, near the opposite end of the Reservation, the Riverway
,and the broad village street between the railroad stations and the
Reservation come together, another turnway and resting place is
required. At this point is the term ill us of a street railway and the
Soldiers' Monument, .ot the town of Niagara, and from it the
greater number of, visitors will first come upon the Reservation
and first see the river and the Rapids. It will be a vestibule
, . to
the reception-house, the Upper Grove and the Superintendency,
and the principal point for taking hired carriages.
Fo!' all these reasons, the turning place should have considerable
amplitude, and as it must, for convenient use, be of nearly level,
surface" and as the present' surface of the ground has a rapid
slope, a retaining wan will be economically. used to sustain it on '
the sides toward the river, giving the concourse the character of a
terrace. This wall is intended to be formed of rock-faced stone,
to be taken from the retaining wall of a disused canal near by.
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PLANTATIONS.

The mainland division -is designed to be planted with a view to
its being ultimately covered with forest trees, growing to as great
, 'a height as they can be brought while retaining umbrageousness
,and enjoying conditions in respect to abundant nourishment, air
and light likely to give them long life. To this end, such trees
, of the different species now growing on Goat Island as attain 1:0
the first magnitude are to be planted thickly. They are to be
thinned out gradually as they come to, interlock, until at length
not more than one-fourth of the original number will remain, and
,these, because the less promising will havc' constantly been
"selected for removal with little regard to evenness of spacing, will
, be those of the most vigorous constitution, those with the
'." greatest capabilities of growth, and those with the greatest power
of resistance to attacks of storms, ice, disease and vermin. Indi
vidual tree beauty is to be little regarded, but all consideration
given to beauty and effectiveness of groups, passages and masses of
foliage. Except willows' for some damp places along the shore in
front of the high ground, qn~-growing,' fragile- and short-lived
trees are to be excluded. Of' others, a considerable variety of
species is to be used, and those of each species are to be well dis
tributed throughout the plantation in order that if anyone of the
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species, becomes specially subject to destructive influences, as is
liable to be the ease, the body of foliage, as it will be Seen from
the bridge, from Goat Island and fro~ the Ontario shore, may not
be greatly, injured, and may not fail to screen the village houses
from view.
The trees are to be planted with. the intention, while avoiding
formality, to leave frequent clear spllces between their trunks, the
centre lines of which spaces will be diagonal to the shore line, in
the direction that will leave the Rapids open to view from the drive,
and opposite to that of the line of view from Goat Island toward
the buildings on the inland side
the Reservation.
The 'native underwood of the neig-hborhood is to be planted in
thickets and allowed to gr-ow in natural forms, at frequent intervals
along the shore, and in occasional groups on the upland, enoug-h of
it being introduced to prevent, in connection with the grouping of
trees and interspaces of groups to be formed by the process of
thinning the tree plantations, agrove or orchard-like' monotony of
trunks,
'

or

GOAT ISLAND.

Treatment qf the .Arflifleially Cleared Ground.
Early in the century the upper part of the forest of Goat Island
was cleared and the ground cultivated. A few small clearing-s
have beeu made at other points, in some of which a thick young
growth has sprung up. By thi~ning and planting it is intended.
that all these -spaces shall "be refurnished with trees in the man ner
proposed for the 'mainland hut less closely, as the foliage is not
intended as a screen, and some variety in its disposition, as shown
011 the drawing, will be pleasing.
WEST BANK OF GOAT ISLAND.

'The steep river bank between Porter's Bluff and the Sisters has
at times been slightly undermined by the river, and thus made a
'graceless inclined plane, with a raw surface and an angular crest.
Deflecting piers of logs and stones, so slight as to be unnoticeable,
placed at the wl\ter'~ edge by theformer owners, have proved
, adequate to prevent the undermining process from g-oing further.
It may be desirable after a few years to replace these with some
thing of the same character
, equally 'unobtrusive, but more BUb
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ive influences, as is

stantial. !twill also be' desirable to hasten the process already
'begun by which nature would in time substitute outward curves
'for the angle at the top of the bank and inward curves nearer the
base, and to fully reclothe the whole with foliag-e and verdure.
Except a few trees in the upper part to c~.t811ade upon the adjoin
ing walk, the planting- for this purpose would be of such bushes
and plants as would not grow above the line of sight, toward' the
Rapids, of visitors standing on the walk that is laid out along the
top of the bank. None such can be found anywhere in the world
more beautiful than those indigenous to the island.
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No other improvements are contemplated on Goat Island, except
in connection with the means of communication to be epoken of
elsewhere, and except those which will g~adually result from con
tinuous proper care of the forest, the particular methods of which.
involve too much of expert detail to be profitably considered in
this report.
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The same course suggested for the shore of the ,Mainland is pro
posed to be taken in dealing with the present artificial shores of
Bath Island, the old dams and crib-work being wholly removed
and the river allowed to take its course. The rusult will probably
be the washing away ot nearly all of the made land, leaving a new
shore varying little from the outline shown in the drawing. A
considerable improvement of the scenery will thus be gained, and
it need not be feared' that more of the island will go than
is desirable. When the intended result shall have been accomp
lished a most attractive view will be had of the rapids and the,
shorea of Goat Island - dark and exceedingly beautiful, under
overhanging foliage, from the point where, on the drawing, seats
are indicated which are to be approached by a branch from
the main walk across the island.
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THE BRIDGES.

,

The bridges by' which Goat Island is reached from the main
land are proposed to be retained, superfluities of ornament only
being removed. After a few years the walks on them may, if
. found necessary, be. widened by outriggers, and slightly pro
jecting balconies added to the piers in order that visitors wishing
!

.
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to look from them upon the rapids may do so without imped
They
are, so shown on the
,
drawing.

in~ those moving by on the sidewalks,

With these improvements the bridges' will not be as spacious
as cO~11d be desired and will be inelegant, but they are unpre
tending, and to remove them and substitute anything much better
would be a more costly piece of work than we can recommend
to be soon undertaken. We think that, with watchful care of
the piers and prompt strengthening of them at any point where
they may seem to be at all falling into disrepair, they are likely to
hold ~ood, barring extraordinary lunges of 'ice or floating timber,
for many years.
We. have been asked to consider whether, when a new bridge,
shall be wanted, it mi~ht not be better placed at a point some
distance up 'the . stream where a bridge had stood for a time
before the present one w~ built. The view from the mainland
near the present bridgehead toward the islands, with the cross
currents setting between them, has great interest and would be
more pleasing if the bridges were removed. But the view from
the same quarter in the direction of the 'middle of the rapids
is still more interesting - there is indeed, nothing to compare
with it in all the world, and no possible form of bridge. could
be placed in the position suggested that would not -greatly . injure
it. In our. judgment less will be lost by keeping the bridge
where {t is.
'
We propose no change in 'the foot-bridges of the Sister Islands
so long as' they may continue safe without extensive repairs.
There is a little scroll work upon them which maywith advantage
, be removed.
The foot-bridges by which passage if? had with what is now
called Tarrapin Rock are .suitably simple, rude structures, but
from their position disagreeably hold' the attention of visitors·
looking from Potter's Bluff upon the Canadian Fall and mar
the scene. It is proposed that they shall be shifted to the lines
shown in the drawing, where they would ,be less conspicuous, and
die rocks which serve for abutments and piers for them would be
more prominent. We also propose that they should be. set some
what lower.
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. The foot-bridge to Luna' Island is a disagreeable artificial
object, so placed as to mar a scene that in certain conditions of
light and atmosphere is the most gorgeous of any of the falls._
We propose, that it shall be shifted
short distance up-stream,',
where it will be much covered by trees, will OO-QiIt of the direct
line of' view of the American Fall from Stedman's Bluff, and
much less obtrusive. There are rocks projecting on each side
from the shore on the line suggested, making the position, con
, structi vely satisfactory.
Bridges to other of the islands in the rapids have been sug
gested. Nothing would be gained by making these islands
aecessible that would compensate the injury which the bridges and
. the people who would be Been upon them and upon the islands
•
would bring to the scenery.

a

..

THE DRIVE ON GOAT ISLAND.

. Nothing has done so much to deter people from making good
use of Niagara Falls as the bad character of the carriage service
'of the village. This has, tilllateJy, been ill-organized andunregu
lated, and has so-fully represented penny wisdom pound fol\y as
to give rise to a general. belief that strangers could not avoid
taking carriages without being subject to such persecution
wherever ,they: went as destroyed their peace of mind, and, when.
they had taken them, could not escape swindles, impositions
and incivilities, to many, more vexations than downright rob
bery. The evil has, during the last two years, been much lessened,
but it has not been removed, and until a much greater improve
ment can be secured the bad reputation of the falls will not be
wholly overcome.
The best means to get the better of it that your Board can use
lies, probably, in the direction of a further development and
,improvement of the route-carriage system, in which a beginning
has 'been made, the methods of use and manner Of payments of
which vary not essentially from those of the omnibus and street-car
system of large cities.
By such improvement of the roads as is practicable, and by a
finely economical adjustment of horses, velsicles, movements and
'stoppages to the peculiarities of the service, the cost rate per pas- .
senger can be even yet further reduced, while the convenience,

